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By Journalist 2nd Class Chad Runge, Naval Postgraduate School Public Affairs
MONTEREY, Calif. (NNS) -- A pair of students at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)
have taken the traditional ideology behind a conventional network operations center (NOC)
and 'put one on wheels.'
Lt. Shawn Johnson and Marine Maj. Jeff Thiry, in collaboration with Professor Alex
Bordetsky, the Tactical Network Topology's (TNT) Director of Networking, and professor
David Netzer, the NPS Field Experimentation Coordinator, created a unique environment
for collaborating over an adaptable, flexible and mission-responsive network.
The 'man-packable' operations center, which is described as too large for one soldier to
carry, but small enough for two to load and unload from its transportation, consists of five
flat screen plasma monitors, a small audio visual matrix switcher, a server management
rack, and ancillary satellite equipment.
"The increasing use of expeditionary and special operations forces operating in ad hoc,
dynamic, and tactical environments poses a need for an adaptable, flexible, and responsive
Deployable Network Operations Center (DNOC) to support their efforts," said Johnson.
"We've applied some unique design concepts in our project," said Thiry. "All of the
components of this NOC are fully deployable."
In just under five months, and with a limited budget, Thiry and Johnson designed, built,
and implemented a DNOC at Camp Roberts, a military facility located approximately 120
miles south of NPS. Their project was part of quarterly Tactical Network Topology field
experiments conducted by NPS for U.S. Southern Command.
According to Thiry, the users interact over an experimental test-bed of hybrid wireless
technologies (links) and manned/unmanned mobile platforms (nodes).
Connected with these 'nodes,' the system allows the group of users to connect to the
network and make information from their workstation viewable to the rest of the group on
any of the five monitors, much like the Combat Information Center found on most naval
vessels.
"In future battlefield operations, autonomous and semi-autonomous agents such as
Unmanned Airborne Vehicles (UAV), Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV), and
Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGV) will need to organize in clusters in order to launch
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complex tactical operations," said Johnson. "TNT, encompassed in a larger campaign of
experimentation, Tactical Sensor-Decision Maker Network (TSDN), is well-suited to study
and support the ad hoc and expeditionary nature of complex tactical operations."
Though the idea may sound complex, the original intent was to allow researchers to
complete their setup faster, thus allowing them more time to conduct research.
"Experimenters can sit down and virtually 'plug and play,' which greatly reduces setup
time," Thiry said.
"The DNOC's purpose," added Johnson, "was to make it possible to liberate TNT
participants from manual administrative tasks."
Each workstation allows its user to connect into the wireless network, the Internet and a
remotely-operated audio/visual display suite.
The students' primary research objectives were to demonstrate shared situational and
network awareness by improving information management processes, and to enhance the
physically-separated tactical warfighters' ability to collaborate over a robust network.
"It is our hope that the DNOC's audio/visual system will be easy to deploy, manage and
operate," said Johnson. "All of which translates into increased collaboration, greater
flexibility, faster decisions, minimal logistical footprint and improved interoperability."
For related news, visit the Naval Postgraduate School Navy NewsStand page at
www.news.navy.mil/local/nps/.
 To sign up for updates or to access your subscriber preferences, please click on the
envelope icon in the page header above or click Subscribe to Navy News Service.
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